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Hea04 

Thermal Comfort 
 

Action: 

i. Carry out thermal modelling 
ii. Design for future thermal comfort within a projected climate change environment 
iii. Design a temperature control strategy for the building and its users using the information from the modelling. 

 

Thermal modelling 

Thermal modelling should be carried out using software in accordance with CIBSE AM11 Building Energy and Performance 

Modelling. 

The software used to carry out the simulation at the detailed design stage should provide full dynamic thermal analysis. For 

smaller and more basic building designs with less complex heating or cooling systems, an alternative less complex means of 

analysis may be appropriate (such methodologies must still be in accordance with CIBSE AM11). 

The modelling should demonstrate that: 

- For air-conditioned buildings: 

o  summer and winter operative temperature ranges in occupied spaces are in accordance with the criteria 
set out in CIBSE Guide A Environmental design, Table 1.5; or other appropriate industry standard (where 
this sets a higher or more appropriate requirement or level for the building type).  

o PMV (predicted mean vote) and PPD (predicted percentage of dissatisfied) indices should be provided, 
based on the modelling. 

- For naturally ventilated buildings: 

o Winter operative temperature ranges in occupied spaces are in accordance with the criteria set out in CIBSE 
Guide A Environmental design, Table 1.5. Or other appropriate industry standard (where this sets a higher 
or more appropriate requirement or level for the building type). 

o The building should be designed to limit the risk of overheating, in accordance with the adaptive comfort 
methodology outlined in either of the following standards as appropriate; CIBSE TM52: The limits of thermal 
comfort: avoiding overheating in European buildings or CIBSE TM59: Design methodology for the 
assessment of overheating risk in homes. 
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Design for future comfort 

The thermal modelling should demonstrate that the relevant requirements set out above are achieved for a projected 

climate change environment. 

Dynamic thermal simulation software packages provide the facility for building designs to be assessed under external 

climatic conditions specific to geographic location. Industry standard weather data for the UK is available in the form of Test 

Reference Years (TRYs) and Design Summer Years (DSYs) provided by CIBSE (2016) (https://www.cibse.org/weatherdata). 

This weather data enables thermal analysis of building designs under current climatic conditions, yet no account is taken of 

the projected variations in weather data that will occur during the building's life cycle as a result of climate change. The 

following probabilistic DSY weather data files should be used to establish the projected climate change environment against 

which the design is evaluated: 

Naturally ventilated buildings 

- Time period: 2050s 

- Emissions scenario: Medium (A1B) 

- 50th percentile DSY 2 and DSY 3 

Mechanically ventilated or mixed mode buildings 

- Time period: 2020s 

- Emissions scenario: High (A1F1) 

- 50th percentile DSY 2 and DSY 3 

The above weather files represent the minimum requirements to perform thermal modelling under a climate change 

scenario and subsequently demonstrate compliance. Where design teams feel that added consideration of building 

occupant risk or sensitivity to overheating is necessary, weather files can be used that exceed the minimum requirements 

outlined above. The time periods indicated above have been selected to represent the building services life cycle likely to 

be present in each building services strategy type. A shorter time period is chosen for mechanically ventilated or mixed 

mode building types due to consideration of mechanical servicing equipment life span (before major upgrade or 

replacement is required), and to avoid over-specification of plant which could lead to inefficient operation. 

Where modelling of a climate change environment does not occur, the project team should demonstrate how the building 

has been adapted, or designed to be easily adapted in the future using passive design solutions in order to subsequently 

meet the requirements above. 

Thermal zoning and controls 

The thermal modelling previously undertaken should inform the temperature control strategy fort the building and its users. 

The strategy for proposed heating or cooling systems should demonstrate that it has addressed the following: 

- Zones within the building, and how the building services could efficiently and appropriately heat or cool these areas. 
For example consider the different requirements for the central core of a building compared with the external 
perimeter adjacent to the windows. 
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- The degree of occupant control required for these zones. This is based on discussions with the end user (or 
alternatively building type or use specific design guidance, case studies, feedback) and considers: 

o User knowledge of building services. 

o Occupancy type, patterns and room functions (and therefore appropriate level of control required). 

o How the user is likely to operate or interact with the systems, e.g. are they likely to open windows, access 
thermostatic radiator valves (TRV) on radiators, change air-conditioning settings etc. 

o The user expectations (this may differ in the summer and winter) and degree of individual control (i.e. 
obtaining the balance between occupant preferences, for example some occupants like fresh air and others 
dislike draughts). 

- How the proposed systems will interact with each other (where there is more than one system) and how this may 
affect the thermal comfort of the building occupants. 

- The need or otherwise for an accessible building user actuated manual override for any automatic systems. 

Thermal comfort strategies 

Thermal comfort strategy - occupancy patterns 

Where the number of building occupants is unknown, e.g. speculative developments (or shell and core), the default 

occupancy rates given in CIBSE Guide A can be used to determine a default number of users. Where the typical use patterns 

are also unknown, Tra 01 Transport assessment and travel plan can be used to determine the typical opening hours of 

different building types. The design team need to justify or validate the occupancy number and use patterns applied in the 

thermal model. 

Thermal comfort strategy for less complex heating or cooling systems 

For buildings with less complex heating or cooling systems the thermal comfort strategy need only comply with the first two 

bullet points within the Thermal zoning and controls section above. 

Compliance can be demonstrated where zoning allows separate occupant control (within the occupied space) of each 

perimeter area (i.e. within 7m of each external wall) and the central zone (i.e. over 7m from the external walls). For example, 

adequate TRVs placed in zones around the building perimeter, and the provision of local occupant controls to internal areas, 

such as fan coil units. 

The distance requirement for smaller buildings is approximate; however, the assessor must use sound judgement 

considering the aims of this issue, before accepting solutions that do not strictly meet the above criteria. 

Examples of potentially compliant heating control measures can be found in Technology Guide CTG065 Heating control. 
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